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1. Introduction  
 

Single-HYDFIT, Multi-HYDFIT and HYDROFIT are computer 
programs intended for the determination of shape and size of macromolecules and 
nanoparticles, which is done by comparison of computational predictions with 
experimental data. Single-HYDFIT  is intended to analyze several solution properties 
of a single macromolecule or particle, using some basic models. It should be 
differentiated from our similar program, Multi-HYDFIT, which works with values 
of properties for a series of samples with varying molecular weight or length. 
HYDROFIT is an ancillary program of the HYDROxxx, in order to find optimum, 
better structures.   

 
 
Presently, the models considered are: 
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• Revolution ellipsoids (prolate or oblate), with axes (2a,2b,2b). Note that 2a 
is the length along the axis of revolution. The axial ratio is p=a/b with  is 
p>1 for prolate ellipsoids and  p<1  for oblate ones. The ellipsoidal model is 
intended for relatively small globular particles, for which the hydration 
degree , δ, (g-water/g-protein) is another parameter.  

 
• Cylinders (rods and disks) with length L and diameter d. The aspect ratio is 

p=L/d with  is p>1 for rods  and  p<1  for disks 
  

• Wormlike chains, with persistence length P, mass-unit-length ML (=M/L, 
where M is molecular weight and L is the contour length) and diameter d  

 
• Models with arbitrary shape for which the solution properties have been 

calculated with programs of the HYDRO suite 
 

These programs are intended for the determination of the optimum values of the 
model parameters that fit best a series of experimental values, for the search of the best 
fitting structure after a series of calculations with the HYDRO programs. The 
optimization is done by minimizing a target (error) function. The comparison between 
experimental and calculated quantities is made in terms of equivalent radii or ratios of 
radii which, as described in our publications (see next section) are most adequate for 
expressing the structure-properties relationship in a manner that is consistent and 
equilibrated, for the various properties and different macromolecular conformations. 
The equivalent radii depend on both size and shape, while the ratios of radii are only 
function of shape (dimensionless) indicators.  

 
  

2. Literature  
 

The concepts on which this program is based (equivalent radii, ratios of radii, and 
target function minimization are described in: 
 

• Single-HYDFIT, Multi-HYDFIT : A. Ortega and J. García de la 
Torre, “Equivalent radii and ratios of radii from solution properties as 
indicators of macromolecular conformation, shape and flexibility”, 
Biomacromolecules, 8, 2464-2475 (2007). 

 
• If you use HYDROFIT, an additional reference is D. Amoros, A. Ortega, S. 

Harding and J. Garcia de la Torre “Multi-scale calculation and global-fit 
analysis of hydrodynamic properties of biological macromolecules: 
determination of the overall conformation of IgG molecules”, European 
Biophysics Journal 39, 361-370 (2010). 

 
• A review of the whole global-fit topic is presented in A. Ortega, D. Amoros 

and J. Garcia de la Torre, “Global fit and structure optimization of flexible 
and rigid macromolecules and nanoparticles from analytical 
ultracentrifugation and other dilute solution properties”, Methods 54, 115-
123 (2011). 
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You may also cite the theoretical studies were the equations employed for the various 
models were derived. These are: 
 

• Cylindrical particles: A. Ortega and J. García de la Torre. “Hydrodynamic 
properties of rod-like and disk-like particles in dilute solution”. Journal of 
Chemical Physics, 114, 9914-9919 (2003). 

  
 

• Ellipsoids (a) F. Perrin, “Mouvement Brownian d'un ellipsoide. I. Dispersion 
dielectrique pour des molecules ellipsoidales” J. Phys. Radium. 5, 497-
511 (1934) ; F. Perrin, “Mouvement Brownien d'un ellipsoide. II. Rotation 
libre et depolarisation des fluorescences. Translation et diffusion de 
molécules ellipsoidales”. J. Phys. Radium. 7, 1-11 (1936)  (b) R. Shima “The 
influence of Brownian movement on the viscosity of solutions”, J. Phys. 
Chem. 44, 25-34 (1940); A. Ishihara “Determination of molecular shape by 
osmotic measurement”, J. Chem. Phys., 18, 1446-1449 (1950). 

 
• Wormlike chains. We employ the new, advanced method for the prediction 

of hydrodynamic properties of wormlike chains, which covers the whole 
range of conformations to which the model is applicable: from short, thick 
rods, to very long and flexible chains. The reference is: D. Amoros, A. 
Ortega and J. Garcia de la Torre, “Hydrodynamic properties of wormlike 
macromolecules: Monte Carlo simulation and global analysis of 
experimental data”, Macromolecules, in press (2011). 

 
• Programs in the HYDRO suite: references are given within the program itself. 

 
 

3. Common features of Single-  and Multi-HYDFIT ; first part 

of the input file 

 
There are some features that are common to Single-HYDFIT and Multi-

HYDFIT. The procedures for using both programs are quite similar.  

 
 There is a single data file, which the program asks for when it is launched. Let’s call it, 
for instance, hydfidat.txt . In this file the user supplies the experimental data, and 
the ranges where the parameters are to be searched. The program will produce two 
output files. The results data file will contain the results of the fit. The programs make 
first a grid search for the minimum of the target function, varying three parameters 
within a range specified by the user.  This minimization will be sufficiently accurate if 
the ranges are finely scanned (large NX, NY , NZ ; see below). There is the possibility of 
making a further refinement of the optimum parameters by means of a Powell 
minimization. It seems clear that the outcome of the optimization will be sensitive to 
experimental error, and to the more or less pronounced influence of the parameters 
(depending on the particular model) on the observable properties. In order to make an 
estimate of the uncertainty of the resulting parameters, due to these effects, the program 
makes a simulation that requires from the user an estimation of the uncertainties of the 
experimental data. Thus the program can provide an error bar for the resulting 
parameters. The program produces also a second data file containing a list of the values 
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of the target function for each set of tried parameters in the grid search, this can be used 
to plot the dependence of the target function on the parameters, in order to show the 
plots that show the minimization. 
 
  
The contents of hydfidat.txt  is as follows: 
 
 

• TITLE (C*30) Title of the run 
 

• NAMERESUL (C*30) Name of main results file 
  

• NAMEDELTA (C*30) Name of file with list of target function values 
 

• MODECODE (C*2) Code for the working mode (see below) 
 
Next, depending on MODECODE, there will be one, two or three lines with the ranges for 
the parameters X , Y and Z (minimum, maximum, and number of values), with the 
meaning described below   
 

• XMIN (R),  XMAX(R),  NX (I) 
 

• YMIN (R),  YMAX(R),  NY (I) 
 

• ZMIN (R),  ZMAX(R),  NZ (I) 
 

• IPOWEL (I) Flag indicating if Powell minimization is desired to refine the 
result of the grid search. With IPOWEL =0 (no) or 1 (yes). 

 
• IFLAG (I) Flag indicating whether you wish an estimation of the 

uncertainties in the resulting parameters. Give IFLAG =0 if you don’t want to 
carry out this procedure. If IFLAG is not 0, that means that you wish to have 
error estimation. A number of repeats equal to IFLAG will be done in the 
simulation of uncertainties If IFLAG is not 0, then you have to supply the 
following two lines: 

 
• ISEED (I) integer seed for random number generator 
 
• ERRDT,ERRS,ERRETA,ERRTAU,ERRVOL,ERRRG,ERRC,ERRLC (all R) estimate 

of the percent error or uncertainty that you estimate for each property 
  
 
(I) (R) and (C*n) mean, respectively, integer, real, and n-character Fortran variable 
types. 
  

The following block of lines in the input data file will correspond to the 
experimental data, and the contents differs from Single-HYDFIT  to Multi-
HYDFIT.  
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4.  Second part of the input file for Single-HYDFIT 
 
The remaining of the data file for Single-HYDFIT  contains the experimental values 
of the properties, and their statistical weights in the optimization procedures. This 
information is organized in a series of lines, as follows: 
 
  

• DT (R),  WDT(R) 
• S (R),  WS(R) 
• ETA (R),  WETA(R) 
• TAU (R),  WTAU(R),  ITAU (I) 
• RG (R),  WRG(R),  
• COVOL (R),  WCOVOL(R) 
• LC (R),  WLC(R) 
• VOL (R),  WVOL(R) 

 
All the data has to be supplied in c.g.s. units and standardized to conditions 20,w. DT 

is translational diffusion coefficient (cm3/s); S is sedimentation coefficient (s, seconds – 
it is common to express s  in S, Svedberg units; remember that  1S=10-13 s);  ETA is 
intrinsic viscosity (cm3/g); TAU is the rotational or relaxation time (in s); ITAU  is a flag 
that indicates whether TAU is the perpendicular or longest rotational/relaxation time 
(=0) or the harmonic mean rotational time (=1) (see Hints and Notes for information on 
the various TAU‘s) ; RG is radius of gyration (cm), COVOL is molecular covolume (cm3); 
LC is the longest chord, or maximum dimension (cm); VOL is hydrodynamic/hydrated 
volume (cm3). 
 

WDT, WS, WETA, WTAU, WRG, WCOVOL, WLC, WVOL, are the weights that you assign to 
each property. These weights do not need to be normalized. We recall that the procedure 
employs internally equivalent radii or ratios of radii, so that the different sensitivity to 
the various properties is already accounted for in this procedure; you may use these 
weighting factors just to assign different importance to each property. We recall that 
alternatively, or additionally, you can make parameter estimation based on experimental 
errors (ERRDT,ERRS,…see below). You can assign the same weight to all the properties 
giving the same value (e.g. 1.) to all the W ‘s  
 
 

Finally   
• M (R) is molecular weight  
• VBAR (R) is partial specific volume 
• TCENT (R) is temperature, Celsius/Centigrade  
• ETA0 (R) is solvent viscosity 
• RHO (R) is solution density 

 

 
For the experimental values that are not available, you must give a negative 

number (e.g. , -1.) and zero weight. See Hints and Notes for cases when M and/or VBAR 
and/or TCENT and/or ETA0 and/or RHO are not available 
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In lines with more than one data, the separation may be a comma, or just some 

spaces.  
 
Note that the values for all data and results are in the c.g.s system of units 

(including sedimentation coefficient (not in Svedbergs!) 
 

The Single-HYDFIT  program works with various models and parameter sets 
that are distinguished by the flag MODECODE. As indicated, there will be up to three 
parameters, PAR X, PAR Y, PAR Z , whose meaning will depend on the model and 
working mode, as described in the following table: 
 
MODECODE Mode Structure Param. X Param. Y Param.Z Observ 
E1 Radii Ellipsoid a p=a/b   
E2 Ratios Ellipsoid p    
C1 Radii Cylinder L p=L/d   
C2 Ratios Cylinder p     
 
In the modes of the “Radii” class, absolute dimensions are determined, and the program 
works internally with equivalent radii, while in the model of the “Ratio” class, size-
independent shape parameters are determined, and the program works internally with 
ratios of radii.  
 
Cases E1 and E2 are for revolution ellipsoids with semiaxes a ≠b=c (a being the distinct 
– revolution – semiaxes) and p=a/b > 1 for prolates and < 1 for oblates. Cases C1 and 
C2 are cylinders, from long rods with p>1 to flat disks with p<1. Cases W1 and W2 are 
for a wormlike particle, with length L, diameter d and persistence length P 
 
 

5.  Second part of the input file for Multi-HYDFIT 
 
The remaining of the data file for Multi-HYDFIT  is as follows: 
  

• NRG (I),  WRG(R) : number of samples for which we know the radius of 
gyration; weight assigned to this property. 

•  Now, next NRG lines: pair of values MRG (R),  RG(R) : molecular weight 
and radius of gyration of each sample for which this property is known. 

 
• NDT (I),  WDT(R) : number of samples for which we know the translational 

diffusion coefficient; weight assigned to this property. 
• Now, next NDT lines: pair of values MDT (R),  DT (R) : molecular weight 

and translational diffusion coefficient of each sample for which this property 
is known. 

 
• NS (I),  WS(R) : number of samples for which we know the sedimentation 

coefficient; weight assigned to this property. 
• Not, next NS lines: pair of values MS (R),  S (R) : molecular weight and 

sedimentation coefficient of each sample for which this property is known. 
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• NETA (I),  WETA(R) : number of samples for which we know the intrinsic 
viscosity; weight assigned to this property. 

• Next NETA lines: pair of values META (R),  ETA (R) : molecular weight and 
instrinsic viscosity of each sample for which this property is known. 

 
• NTAU (I),  WTAU(R) : number of samples for which we know the relaxation 

time; weight assigned to this property 
• Next NTAU lines: pair of values MTAU (R),  TAU (R) : molecular weight and 

relaxation times of each sample for which this property is known. 
 

The relaxation times handled by Multi-HYDFIT are 1/(6Dr
perp) for cylinders, where 

Dr
perp is the rotational diffusion coefficient for rotation around a perpendicular axis.  

 
The present version does not cover the relaxation time of wormlike chains, so that in 
that case you must set NTAU,  WTAU, IFLAGTAU to zero 
 

When there are no data of some property, set all the values Nx,  Wx , IFLAGx equal to 
zero 
 
And the last three lines are: 

• TCENT (R) is temperature, Celsius/Centigrade  
• ETA0 (R) is solvent viscosity 
• RHO (R) is solution density 

 

 
All the data has to be supplied in c.g.s. units. DT is translational diffusion coefficient 
(cm3/s); S is sedimentation coefficient (s, seconds – it is common to express s  in S, 
Svedberg units; remember that  1S=10-13 s); ETA is intrinsic viscosity (cm3/g); TAU is 
the rotational or relaxation time (in s). 
 
The weights must be normalized so that  WDT+WS+WETA+WTAU+WRG=1. We recall that 
the procedure employs internally equivalent radii or ratios of radii, so that the different 
sensitivity to the various properties is already accounted for in this procedure; you may 
use these weighting factors just to assign different importance to each property.  
If the same weight is given to all the properties, so every data point (of each property of 
each sample) will have the same importance. Thus if, for instance, the number of values 
of the intrinsic viscosity is twice the number of data for the radius of gyration, the set of 
values of the viscosity will have a double intrinsic importance in the analysis. So, you 
can modify this situation playing with the weights 
 

The Multi-HYDFIT  program works with various models and parameter sets 
that are distinguished by the MODECODE. As indicated, there will be up to three 
parameters, PAR1, PAR2, PAR3 , whose meaning will depend on the model and 
working mode, as described in the following table 
 
MODECODE Structure PAR1 PAR2 PAR3 

WE Wormlike, with EV, 
good solvent 

d P ML 

WT Wormlike, without EV, d P ML 
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theta conditions 
CM Cylinder d ML  

 
IMPORTANT NOTE:  The mode WT is intended for the very special case of (usually 
long and flexible) polymer chains in the so-called theta-conditions at the theta 
temperature).  We strongly advise using WE for general-purpose wormlike-chains 
analysis. 
 
 

6. Results 

 
The main results file, having the name that you gave in NAMERESUL, will contain: 
 

• A summary of the input data. Eventually it will also contain error messages. 
• The results of the grid search, including the optimum values of the 

parameters and the minimum value of the target function, ∆ or ∇ (not 
squared). 

• The result of the Powell minimization, if applicable 
• If specified, the outcome of the estimation of the uncertainties of the 

parameters, which will be the standard deviation of the parameters found in a 
series of IFLAG repetitions of the grid search, for values of the experimental 
properties modified with experimental errors simulated by the program 
within the error estimates specified by the user. 

• Final results 
• In the case of Single-HYDFIT , a list of experimental and calculated (for 

the optimum parameters) values of the radii or the ratios, and the percent 
deviations. 

• A list of experimental and calculated (for the optimum parameters) values of 
the experimental properties, and the percent deviations. 

• The Multi-HYDFIT  program will also give a table of properties calculated 
for the optimum parameters, for a range of molecular weight slightly wider 
than covered by the experimental data. This may be helpful for plotting the 
comparison of experimental and calculated properties.  

 
The other results file, having the name that you gave in NAMEDELTA, will contain a list of 
the Nabla or Delta values for every triplet of the X,Y and Z parameters scanned in the 
grid search. This may be useful to analyze to goodness of the fit, the sensitivity to each 
parameters, to make Delta or Nabla vs parameter plots, etc.  

 
 

7. Examples of Single-HYDFIT calculations 
 
7.1. Tobacco mosaic virus 
 
Experimental data for tobacco mosaic virus are compiled in our Biomacromolecules 
2007 paper. As it is known to be a rodlike particle, a first estimate of its aspect ratio,   
p=L/d, is done in mode C2 (file TMV-ratio-1-dat.txt), with the result p ≈ 18. Next, 
mode C1 is employed to determine the particle dimensions. Sometimes, as in this case, 
a guess can be made from an estimate of the hydrodynamic volume (made from the 
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molecular mass,  partial specific volume and an amount of hydration); the length of a 
cylinder of volume  V and aspect ratio p is  L =  [4p2

V/π]1/3 .  Anyway, if we had no 
idea about the length of the particle, we could try several ranges. So we proceed with a 
C1 calculation (file TMV-radii-1-dat.txt) for a first estimate of dimensions, including 
Powell minimization and estimation of uncertainties. Results are p = 17.3 ± 1.5, L = 
3180 ± 60 Å, d = 180 ± 20 Å, with an optimum value of the target function  ∆ = 0.023, 
which means that the typical deviation between experimental and calculated equivalent 
radii is only 2.3%. Finally, in order to construct a contour plot to display the variation of 
∆ = with the model parameters, a new calculation is made (file TMV-radii-2-dat.txt) 
with a fine grid, without Powell and uncertainties. The resulting  -dat.txt file, containing 
the ∆ values (column 4), as a function of L (column 1) and p (column 2) is imported into 
Sigma Plot to produce the following contour plot. 
 
 

 
The plot illustrates how L is better determined than p. This is because the properties are 
much more sensitive to the rod length than to the diameter. 
 
7.2. Lysozyme 
 
Experimental data for lysozyme were compiled in our Biomacromolecules 2007 paper. 
Using values for radius of gyration, translational diffusion and sedimentation 
coefficient, intrinsic viscosity and relaxation time, analysis in mode E2 gives an axial 
ratio p = 0.97, i.e. near a spherical shape, which, as it is well known does not correspond 
to the 3D structure of this protein. If we include a hydrated volume based on a degree of 
hydration of 0.3 g/g (File file Lys-ratio-1-dat.txt), the optimum is found for an oblate 
shape at p = 0.55 . However a look at the Nabla values in the –dat.txt file reveals that 
this is the absolute minimum, but there is another minimum, nearly as deep as the 
former, located for a prolate shape at p = 1.5.  
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The analysis, repeated in mode E1, scanning both axial ratio p and semiaxis a , with a 
fine grid, (File file Lys-radii-1-dat.txt),  permits to draw a contour plot: 
 
 

 
which shows the two minima, and the range of values of axial ratio for which, for every 
value, there is a value of the semiaxis that fits the data nearly as well. 
 
Considerations on the known crystal structure seem to favor the prolate shape. Then the 
best prolate can be found repeating the E1 optimization with the restriction of p > 1 
(File file Lys-radii-2-dat.txt). We find p = 1.4 ± 0.1 and a = 24.8 ± 1.5 Å, which are 
quite similar to the usually accepted parameters for the revolution ellipsoid model of 
lysozyme. 

 

 

8. Examples of  Multi-HYDFIT calculations 
 

8.1. Cylindrical model:  

 
     Short DNA oligonucleotides 
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An excellent set of translational and rotational coefficients for DNA fragments with 
only 6, 12 and 20 base pairs is that reported by Eimer and Pecora [J. Chem. Phys. 94, 
2324-2329 (1991)]. The six data are in file dna-short-dat.txt. The results of the global fit 
are d = 23 ± 2 Å, ML =  210 ± 30  Da/Å with a minimum in the target function of ∆ = 
0.021, so that the typical difference between experimental and calculated equivalent 
radii is only 2%. The contour plot (show) of the ∆ function delimits well the two 
structurall parameters:  

 

 
 
The results of the fit are very close to the commonly accepted values, d = 20 Å    ML 

=  195  Da/Å. It is remarkable that for these values, the typical difference is a bit larger, 
4%, but still really acceptable, similar to the typical experimental errors. 
 
 
 
 

8.2. Wormlike model 

 
      Heparin 

     
    Experimental data for carefully fractionated samples of heparin are collected in our 
Biomacromolecules (2007) paper. The results of the Multi-HydFit analysis, with the 
present version of the hydrodynamic treatment of wormlike chains are: 

Diameter , d = 12 ± 2 Å    ML =  60 ± 9  Da/Å ,    P = 40 ± 2 Å   Delta = 0.046  
 
     DNA, from 8 to 200 000 

 
Our analysis of an extensive set of solution properties (radius of gyration, diffusion and 
sedimentation coefficients, and intrinsic viscosities of double stranded DNA, in an 
extremely range of lengths (from oligonucleotides with 8 base pairs, to viral DNAs with 
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nearly 200 000 base pairs), made in terms of our newest MonteCarlo results, now 
implemented in Multi-Hydfit, provides the following values 
 

Diameter, d = 23 ± 1 Å    ML =  195 ± 1  Da/Å ,    P = 59 ± 2 Å   Delta = 0.064  

With structural parameters of the DNA that agree perfectly with those of the double 
helix. 

 
     Other examples 

 

Within this distribution we supply files corresponding to other examples that are 
described in our Macromolecules (2011) paper: the very stiff schizophyllan 
polysaccharide, and rigid and flexible polymers like poly(n-hexyl-isocianate) and 
poly(iso-buthylene). 
 

 

9. HYDROFIT 
 
AS introduced above, the HYDROFIT program has the same purpose as Single-
HYDFIT, i.e, the determination of the structure that fits best a set of experimental data 
for a single sample or system. The particularity is that in HYDROFIT, rather than simple 
model structures like ellipsoids or cylinders, characterized by model parameters, we 
work with arbitrary structures whose solution properties are calculated by means of any 
of the programs of the HYDRO family, like HYDRO++, HYDROPRO, HYDROSUB, etc. 
The HYDROxxx programs will typically run in a multicase form, calculating the 
properties for a set of different structures. There are some tools that may be useful for 

constructing the multicase files, like MULTIHYDRO or MULTISUB. The execution of 
the HYDROxxx programs will produce a file named hydfitdat.txt  (or ***-
fit.txt where *** stands for user-supplied name) in which the results for each 
structure are colleted. This file is the interface with HYDROFIT. 
 

The main data file for HYDROFIT has a form similar to that of  Single-HYDFIT : 
 
 

• TITLE (C*30) Title of the run 
 

• NAMERESUL (C*30) Name of main results file 
  

• NAMEDELTA (C*30) Name of file with list of target function values 
 

• NAMEHYDFIT (C*30) Name of file resulting from the HYDROXXX execution 

(originally named hydfitdat.txt )   
 

• IFLAG (I) Flag indicating whether you wish an estimation of the 
uncertainties in the optimization. Give IFLAG =0 if you don’t want to carry 
out this procedure. If IFLAG is not 0, that means that you wish to have 
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uncertainties. estimation. A number of repeats equal to IFLAG will be done 
in the simulation of uncertainties If IFLAG is not 0, then you have to supply 
the following two lines: 

 
• ISEED (I) integer seed for random number generator 
 
• ERRDT,ERRS,ERRETA,ERRTAU,ERRVOL,ERRRG,ERRC,ERRLC (all R) estimate 

of the percent error or uncertainty that you estimate for each property 
  
 
(I) (R) and (C*n) mean, respectively, integer, real, and n-character Fortran variable 
types. 
  

The following block of lines in the input data file will correspond to the 
experimental data, and are the same as in Single-HYDFIT . These lines provide the 
experimental values of the properties, and their statistical weights in the optimization 
procedures. This information is organized in a series of lines, as follows: 
 
  

• DT (R),  WDT(R) 
• S (R),  WS(R) 
• ETA (R),  ETA (R) 
• TAU (R),  WTAU(R),  ITAU (I) 
• RG (R),  WRG(R),  
• COVOL (R),  WCOVOL(R) 
• LC (R),  WLC(R) 
• VOL (R),  WVOL(R) 
• M (R) is molecular weight  
• VBAR (R) is partial specific volume  
• TCENT (R) is temperature, Celsius/Centigrade  
• ETA0 (R) is solvent viscosity 
• RHO (R) is solution density 

 
 
This part of the HYDROFIT input file is the same as the second part of the Single-
HYDFIT input file (make sure of seeing Section 4 for meaning of variables, use of 
units, etc.).   
 
NAMERESUL will contain messages and results of the optimization, which is done in 
terms of equivalent radii, minimizing the Delta target function. The structure – among 
those in the set provided – that fits best the experimental data will be reported. 
Furthermore, file NAMEDELTA will contain a list of the Delta values for every structure in 
the set. 
 
The optional study of uncertainty in the optimization will be done by a simulation, in a 
number of successive trials. In each trial, the experimental data of each property are 
modified adding some “error” which is a random number with standard deviation equal 
to the value given by the user (ERRDT,ERRS,ERRETA, etc), and an optimum structure 
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will be determined. At the end, a list of hits, i.e., results for the frequency with which 
the various structures have been chosen, is presented. This gives an idea of the spread of 
the possible optimum due to the experimental error. 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10. Example of HYDROFIT 
 
Suppose a hypothetical situation in which several solution properties (see file bentrod-
dat.txt) have been measured for a macromolecular particle whose shape is suspected to 
be a bent rod, with length L=240 Å and diameter d=20 Å. The location of the bent along 
the rod, and the bent angle, are to be determined. 
 
Hydrodynamic calculations are done using a simple bead model of touching beads with 
a radius of 12 Å, so that the diameter, 24 Å, is slightly higher than that of the rod in 
order to equalize the volumes of the rod and the bead model. So the number of beads in 
the model is N=10. To consider the varying positions of the bent, different combinations 
in the distribution of the 10 beads in the two arms (N=N1+N2), are considered: 0+10, 
1+9, 2+8,….5+5. Also, the bent angle, ALPHA, can be varied from 0o (straight rod) to 
180o (hairpin). An example, with N1=3 and ALPHA=60o is shown in the next figure: 

 

 
 

Using an ancillary program written with our Fortran code MULTIHYDRO, the files for a 
multicase bead-model HYDRO++ calculation are constructed for a range of values of N1 
and ALPHA. Then HYDRO++ calculates the solution properties for all of them, 
producing file hydro-fit.txt  with the collection of results. Finally, this file is 
employed for a HYDROFIT calculation, with data file bentrod-dat.txt , which 
produces the results file bentrod-res.txt  and the Delta-values file bentrod-
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del.txt . The best fitting structure is that depicted in the following figure, with N1=5 
and ALPHA = 90 o. 

 
 
 
However, a look at the results of the simulation and uncertainties reveals that other 
possibilities are nearly as good as the best one: the N1=5, ALPHA=90o receives 27 hits 
out of 50, but that with N1=3, ALPHA=60o received 15. 
 

 
In a previous table with the values of the N1 and ALPHA values of the successive 
structures, we paste the column of file bentrod-del.txt containing the Delta values. This 
table of Delta vs. N1 and ALPHA allows the construction of a contour plot: 
 

Contour Graph 1
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where we see the absolute minimum, with N1=5, ALPHA=90o and another minimum, 
nearly so deep with N1=3, ALPHA=60o     
     
The evaluation of such uncertainty, which is an obvious but relevant consequence of 
experimental errors, and also, in some regard, a demonstration of the ill-posed nature of 
this type of fitting problems, is another relevant feature of our program HYDROFIT. 

 

 

11. Hints and notes 
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On the availability of some basic physical properties of the solution  

 
The following physical properties are needed for the calculation of the indicated 
solution properties 

• Molecular weight of solute: sedimentation coefficient and intrinsic viscosity 
• Partial specific volume of solute: sedimentation coefficient  
• temperature : diffusion and sedimentation coefficient, relaxation time 
• solvent viscosity : diffusion and sedimentation coefficient, relaxation time 
• solution density: sedimentation coefficient 
•  

The corresponding lines in the input files must be filled. Therefore, if any of these 
quantities are not available, supply a fictitious value: –1. Then the property for which 
the quantity is needed will not be considered in the fit. 
 
NOTE that in this program temperature is supplied in Celsius / Centigrade. 
 
 
 
On the relevance of the values determined for some parameters in some situations 

 
For some models, and depending on the size of the Single-HYDFIT sample, or the 
range of sizes of the Multi-HYDFIT  samples, the solution properties may be 
somehow insensitive to one of the model parameters. Thus, the value determined for 
this parameter may be affected by experimental error, it will be more influenced by the 
choice of the fitting theory, etc. Some examples are as follows: 
 

• For long rods, properties are less sensitive to diameter, d, than to length L. 
Thus, in Single-HYDFIT , the axial ratio p is more error-prone than L.  

• Similarly, in a Multi-HYDFIT  analysis of properties of long rods, 
properties are less sensitive to diameter, d, than to length L. Thus, in 
Single-HYDFIT , the diameter d is more error-prone than the mass per-
unit-length ML.  

• In a Multi-HYDFIT  analysis of properties for wormlike molecules in the 
range of weakly bending rods, the flexibility is poorly defined because it is 
quite large. Thus, persistence length, P, may be imprecise, while parameters  
ML  and  d  are more robust 

• Similarly, in a Multi-HYDFIT  analysis of properties for wormlike 
molecules in the range of flexible coils, the hydrodynamic diameter is 
practically irrelevant. It may be wise to fix d to a single value, floating ML 
and P. Furthermore, if all the samples are very flexible coils, in this range the 
properties are gauged by a single, combined parameter which is MLP (for 
instance, the radius of gyration of wormlike chains in the flexible coil limit is 
Rg  = (MLP/3)M ); one would expect wide ranges ML  and P  with the same 
value of MLP, all giving good fit.  
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On the ranges of validity of the various theories 

 

Our treatment of wormlike chain was intended to cover the whole range of the model 
parameters, from rigid rods (from quite short to very long) to fully flexible chains, 
including of course semiflexible, bending rods of any length, stiffness or diameter. 
  
We recall that the range of validity of the Ortega – García de la Torre theory for rigid 
cylinders is 0.05 < L/d < 200 
 

  
On the volume as one more property 

 

Single-HYDFIT  admits the particle’s volume as one more solution property. This 
must be the hydrodynamic (hydrated) volume, which will differ remarkably from what 
one can easily determine: the anhydrous volume, from the molecular mass and specific 
volume. Hydration is a very tricky aspect of solution structure; not only its degree, but 
also its type, may influence in different manners the hydrodynamic volume. So we 
advise not to use hydrodynamic volumes in the fittings unless you are very sure about 
those questions.  
 
On the use of statistical weights 

 

Although the programs are written for the possibility of assigning different weights to 
the properties, we advise, if you do not have an essential reason, to employ in principle 
equal weights. The influence of the different sensitivity of the solution properties to 
conformation is well accounted for by our scheme of radii and rations, so no weighting 
is required for this. Note that the different accuracy of the experimental data can be 
handled – with equal weights – with the assignment of typical (accidental) experimental 
errors in the determination of model parameters. Weights may be used to rest 
importance to properties suspicious of having systematic errors. In Multi-HYDFIT , 
weights  WRG, WDT, WS, WETA, etc are assigned to each value of each property. This way, 
if, for instance the number of values of Dt is twice the number of values of Rg, and you 
give WRG the same as WDT, then the statistical importance of the whole set of Dt data will 
be twice of that the Rg set. You can modify this using different weights; thus, if you give  
WRG = 2*  WDT the importance of the Rg set and the Dt set would be the same, regardless 
of the different number of values. 
 

 

On the determination of uncertainties 

 
The determination of uncertainties may be time consuming because the whole 

minimization procedure is repeated IFLAG  times. It is advisable to make first a 
preliminary estimate without determination of uncertainties; then this determination 
would be done for a more reduced range of the parameter, and with smaller N’s 
 

On the possibility of multiple minima and the influence on the program results  

 
In addition to the absolute minimum, the optimized target function ∆ or ∇ may have 
more local minima for other sets of parameters. The main results file reports the 
absolute minimum (or to be more precise, the lowest minimum in the supplied range of 
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parameters). But it is wise to examine the other output file for other minima which 
could be nearly as deep as the main one. When there are several minima, in the 
determination of uncertainties, the successive trials may fall in different minima, and 
this may be reflected by a large values of the estimated parameter uncertainties 
 

On the Powell minimization 

 
This procedure is expected to be efficient and accurate, but in this initial version of the 
program it has been found to fail in several cases. Using a finely divided grid (large NX, 
NY, etc) the refinement may be unnecessary.   
 
On the grid search 

 
A finely divided grid (large NX, NY, etc) produces more accurate values for the optimum 
parameters; the only disadvantage is some increase in computing time. This may be 
unimportant for the initial grid search, but it will be noticeable in the error estimation, 
when the search is repeated a number of times.   
 
NOTES about HYDROFIT 
 

• In HYDROFIT the temperature is supplied in Celsius/Centigrade (while in a 
few other programs of our HYDRO suite it was used in Kelvin) 

• The molecular weight, temperature, solvent viscosity, solute specific volume 
and solution density, must be the same as those used in the previous 
HYDROxxx calculation of the results used for the fitting the experimental 
data. 

 

 
12.  Release notes 
 
This is the third release, after a second release, 1b, of January 2008. Previous release 
was 1a. August 2007. 
 
This release describes the new program HYDROFIT.   
 
 

Sorry about the bugs…. and: 

 

GOOD LUCK WITH THE PROGRAM! 


